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Xulon Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 346
pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 1.0in.A successfully planned
parenthood starts with Planned Purity. Saving a kiss like the
young people in The Princess and the Kiss is just the beginning.
In this groundbreaking purity training method for parents, best-
selling childrens author Jennie Bishop shares the key to sexual
purity and an honorable life: a good heart. Using Planned Purity,
any reader can construct a household of purity for themselves, a
child or a family. A resource section with parentchild scripts,
object lessons and more makes this guide a must-have for any
mom or dad planning for purity in todays sexualized culture.
Whats inside: The simple secret of a pure life that even a child
can understand. Family strategies for nurturing pure hearts,
leading directly to the pursuit of sexual purity. Keys to raising
children who refuse to view pornography. Initiative to overcome
personal struggles as you evaluate your own pursuit of purity.
Encouragement to help others live free of the effects of
selfishness and sexual license. Planned Purity goes beyond teen
sex issues to a definition of purity that addresses heart and body,
birth to legacy. Plan for that purity first,...
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It in one of the most popular publication. It really is writter in easy words and not difficult to understand. You are going
to like how the author write this book.
-- Pr of . Eva ns B a listr er i DDS-- Pr of . Eva ns B a listr er i DDS

Completely essential go through book. This is for all who statte there had not been a worthy of reading through. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Lydia  Leg r os-- Lydia  Leg r os
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